
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCIENCE – Curriculum Map 
 

Intent of the Curriculum  
In science, we have developed a rich curriculum, supported by high quality teachers, collaborative learning with an investigative approach. 

We ensure that students of all abilities are equipped with the relevant knowledge and skills to make science more relatable and help them make informed life decisions.  

At KS3, we have designed our teaching schemes around a three-year program, building on the foundations laid in the KS2 curriculum. Mathematical and scientific 
investigation skills are embedded throughout the topics, in addition to the foundations for understanding the world through the specific disciplines of biology, chemistry and 
physics.  
 
These topics are sequenced to ensure foundations are laid early on and then built on in later topics, e.g., the structure of cells in year 7, links to a later topic on levels of 
organisation in year 7. In year 9 pupils revisit cells and go into greater depth into areas such as cell division, cancer, stem cells and their uses.  
The curriculum is ambitious for all pupils who follow the same schemes and are taught in sets. It is a broad curriculum covering all of the Science Program of Study at KS3, 
leading onto KS4 and KS5, preparing students for life, further studies and to be global citizens.           
 



Implementation of the Curriculum  

The Science department consists of an experienced teaching staff that have been in the department for many years, supported by LSA’s and the science technicians, that all 
work together as a strong committed supportive team with a shared vision. The curriculum is broad and ambitious for all pupils. 

In Year 7 and 8 the pupils develop the knowledge and skills required to enable them to access GCSEs. They study a wide range of topics taken from Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics, and also learn how the Scientific Process works. 

At GCSE the majority of pupils study for the AQA Trilogy Combined Science Award which allows them to achieve two GCSEs in Science. A significant proportion opt to study 
Further Science gaining three Science GCSEs in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Lessons are planned with an emphasis on an investigative approach and practical work as 
appropriate. Additionally, there are many opportunities for pupils to broaden their experience, for example by participating in the Faraday Challenge or joining STEM club. 

At KS5 pupils have the opportunity to study separate Science A-levels in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics. Pupils are encouraged to participate in extra-curricular extension 
work to boost their ‘Science capital’. These include trips to local universities and participation in Olympiad competitions. 

Resources in science are excellent, we are committed to every student having all the resources they need to succeed in their studies. We provide textbooks for the students 
to take home, revision materials and a range of online resources. 

We have an emphasis on review and revision at the end of topics, linked to a variety of strategies- revision mats, the online quizzes, revision videos, revision cards, power 
points etc so that the knowledge and understanding is embedded. 

Impact of the Curriculum  

Students have knowledge and ability appropriate to their level. At KS3, students should have embedded key terminology and skills to support developing ideas at KS4. 
During KS4, knowledge becomes broader to support the increased demands of KS5. Students have a range of technical skills that enable them to perform 
scientific investigations in biology, chemistry, and physics. In addition to this, they can communicate their findings using the correct scientific language. Students that plan 
on following a career in science, are well equipped for that pathway. All students leave with knowledge to make informed decisions relating to the biosphere and its future.   

 


